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What’s New
Leica BLK360 Imaging Scanner Support
Cyclone 9.1.6 is compatible with and can directly connect to the BLK360 to support full point cloud
registration, visualisation, collaboration and integration workflows offered through Leica Cyclone, Leica
CloudWorx, Leica TruView, Leica JetStream, and associated software products.
After projects have been scanned with the BLK360, they can be imported into and managed in Cyclone:
1. Establish a wireless connection to the BLK360
2. From the Cyclone Navigator, select an existing Cyclone database, or let Cyclone create one for
you by first selecting the unshared server then selecting the command below.
3. From the Navigator File menu, select File | Import/Manage BLK360…
4. Click on the Find & Connect Device button.
5. The following dialog will appear:

6. You have the option of either deleting setups from the scanner, or importing them. You may
select multiple setups to import.
7. The following import options dialog will appear as with importing other scanner formats:
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8. Specify any of the settings that you want, then press the OK button to import the BLK360
setups.

Floor Flatness/Floor Levelness Analysis and ASTM 1155 Reporting
With Cyclone 9.1.6 users can now perform Floor Flatness (FF) and Floor Levelness (FL) analysis with
automatic report generation according to the ASTM 1155 standard. FF and FL numbers determine
whether a floor is sufficiently smooth and level, respectively, as constructed. This test method covers a
quantitative method of measuring floor surface profiles to obtain estimates of the floor’s characteristic
FF/FL Face Floor Profile numbers.
1. Within a ModelSpace View
2. From the top menu go to Tools | Floor Flatness/Floor Levelness…
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3. The following dialog will appear:

4. Go to Define Test Area, select a fence type option, and define the Test Area. Then pick two
points with the Multipick tool to define the first path of the Test Template. Then select Draw
Template.

5. Next determine the Specified Overall Values, the Report Title, and Author Name. The
information entered will be used for the report.
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6. With the information entered, click Generate Report…
7. Choose a file location, file name, and save.
Note: When generating this report, the tool will generate an elevation point along the four
lines using the user specified interval (1 foot by default according to the ASTM 1155
standard). These points will be calculated using the Ground SmartPick tool to gather an
elevation. The tool will then use the area and the elevation points to calculate the report
according to the ASTM standard.
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8. Once the report is open, you will see all the elements needed in the report per the ASTM 1155
standard.
QA/QC Tool for GeoTags
Cyclone now has the ability to see a list of all GeoTags and quickly zoom to them for review and edits.
This feature allows users to import GeoTags from external systems and perform QA/QC checks with high
productivity.
1. From the top menu go to Tools | Geo-Tags…
2. Next select the Edit tab in the Create & Edit Geo-Tags dialog.
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3. Provided the Zoom to selection is checked, click on a GeoTag in the list, or use the up/down
arrow keys to quickly scroll through the list. The selected GeoTag will be highlighted in the list, its
metadata will be populated in the dialogue box for review or edits, and the ModelSpace will zoom
to the GeoTag automatically for visual inspection of location/size.

Publish GeoTags Without Points
Cyclone now supports the publishing to TruView of GeoTags at any 3D coordinate, including those
without any point cloud points in the defined volume. (Previously, GeoTags had to contain at least 32
points, and the points had to be within 200 meters of the scanner location to allow the GeoTag to be
published and viewed within a TruView position.)
1. From the top menu, go to File | Publish Site Map…
2. Go to the TruView Settings dialog and select the option: Publish GeoTags without Points:

3. Click OK to publish the TruView dataset with these type of GeoTags
Note: GeoTags without points will be published in ALL TruView positions within 200
meters of the GeoTag.

Additional Changes/Improvements


Import for all data types has been re-architected, and works more efficiently. There are no
longer FSF files generated during import. In addition, all formats are now imported as IMP.
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Imporved FARO scan support.
Importing Pegasus data now uses Spherical Images
LAS files are now imported with their original units, rather than always imported in
meters.
Publish to JetStream supports 4K Images (16K x 8K Panos).
Traverse Editor has been moved to the REGISTER module.
ScanControl is obsolete, and has been removed from Cyclone.
Increased default values for two Cyclone preferences:
Load: Max Points (Millions): 80.0000
Display: Max Points (Millions): 50.0000




Updated Scripting to display four decimal points on the steel origin coordinate propery.
Updated Scripting to allow for Add/Edit/Delete object annotations.

Bug Fixes













Fixed estimate normals at post-import for data that has no normals. The process is now
significantly faster, and works on gridded and un-gridded data.
Fixed bug where publishing a TruView with specific data containing GeoTags produced
an error and crashed on some machines.
Fixed bug where publishing TruViews containing hundreds of GeoTags didn’t produce all
the hotlinks in the TruViews.
Fixed a bug where toggling pano mode caused the hand icon to appear, even when in
pano mode.
Fixed a bug where Cyclone failed to run properly on a dual XEON processor with 64
cores.
Fixed a bug where a hole was visible in upside down scans taken with HDR images.
Fixed a bug where LAS files were always imported as meters (even if, for example, the
LAS data units are in feet).
Fixed a bug where Cyclone preference to Treat (0,0,0) Colors as Missing was not honored
when publishing TruViews.
Fixed a bug in SmartAlign where when images were taller than wide (portrait orientation),
it would cause some of the scan position to disapper.
Fixed a bug where imagery was distorted when Tone Mapping was turned on.
Fixed a bug so Set as Default Cloud from a registered ScanWorld now works properly
when publishing TruViews
Fixed a bug where publishing large datasets to JetStream failed.

Leica Cyclone 9.1.6 Compatibility and Upgrades
Windows 32-bit Support
Cyclone 9.1.6 no longer supports a 32-bit operating system.

Cyclone Database Management Recommendation
To avoid possible database inconsistencies or corruption while moving or copying databases, we
recommend the following:
 Locate each .imp file in its own folder
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When copying, moving or backing up databases, copy/move/back up the complete
database folder, including the .imp file, eventlog folder and files, and recovery folder and
files
The eventlog records administrative events and critical errors
The recovery file keeps databases consistent, avoiding data corruption that may happen in
rare situations
When adding databases to Cyclone, a warning dialog is displayed if a database’s recovery
folder cannot be found when it is added to the database server. Push the More Info button
for more information.

Upgrading to Cyclone 9.1.6 from Cyclone 6.0.x – 9.1.5
You must have Administrator-level privileges on your workstation to correctly install Leica
Cyclone software.
Run the Cyclone 9.1.6 InstallShield and follow the directions in the InstallShield Wizard to
proceed with the installation. Please heed the warning message about compatibility of earlier
version databases.
All users with a valid license(s) for Cyclone 9.1.x or later can run this new version with no new
license required. All users with a currently valid CCP or with CCP which was valid as late as 25
May 2015 can receive a new license to run this version.

Compatibility with Cyclone 9.1.6 AND Cyclone 8.1.3 or Earlier Versions
Cyclone 9.1.6 databases are NOT backward compatible with previous Cyclone versions 8.1.3
and earlier. Databases that are updated using this version of Cyclone cannot then be used with
earlier versions. If you need to work with your data in older versions of Cyclone, you should
make an archive copy of your database(s) prior to upgrading. Since it can take some time to
update and optimize Cyclone databases, we recommend that you optimize your databases
overnight, particularly when multiple databases are involved.

Known Issues
4K Imagery with Classic TruView and Internet Explorer
The classic TruView plugin for Internet Explorer does not officially support 4K imagery. To take
advantage of 4K imagery, we recommend TruView Enterprise.
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